Karyotypic evolution of cells in culture: a new concept.
The Chapter summarizes peculiarities of karyotypic variability during establishment and long-term cultivation of permanent cell lines. A new concept on pathways of karyotypic evolution of cells in culture is put forward. A detailed description is presented of the author's original approach of cytogenetic analysis of cell lines provided for a principally new characteristic of the cell line: its generalized reconstructed karyotype (GRK). Its use as a criterion to evaluate authenticity, purity, and stability of cell lines is discussed. Based on analysis of the GRK, two stages of karyotype evolution of cell lines are revealed: establishment and stabilization, different in karyotypic variability of the cell population and in peculiarities of clone selection. Comparison of peculiarities of karyotypic variability of leukemic and tumor cells both in vitro and in vivo was made, and general regularities of their karyotypic evolution have been established, such as nonrandom changes in the number and structure of chromosomes and deletion of one of the sex chromosomes, as well as regularities characteristic only of cells in culture in most human and animal cell lines (at least 85%) of disomy on all autosomes. The rest of the cell lines, 15%, are characterized by either partial or total monosomies on certain autosomes during long-term cultivation. Three main compensatory mechanisms of maintaining viability of cell lines that have lost genetic material are discussed: polyploidization of the initial cell clone, amplification of oncogenes (predominantly of mys family), and extracopying of whole autosomes or of their fragments.